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ABSTRACT 
We prove a class of trace inequalities which complements the Golden-Thompson 
inequality. For example, Tr (epA # ePB)2/P $ Tr e A+B holds for all p > 0 when A 
and B are Hermitian matrices and # denotes the geometric mean. We also prove 
related trace inequalities involving the logarithmic function; namely 
P -‘TrXlogY P/‘XPY PI2 < Tr X(log X + log Y > < p- ’ Tr X log XP12Y PXP/’ for 
all p > 0 when X and Y are nonnegative matrices. These inequalities supply lower 
and upper bounds on the relative entropy. 
INTRODUCTION 
For noncommuting matrices A and B the exponential e *+ ’ is different 
from e *eB. Motivated by quantum statistical mechanics Golden [13], 
Syrnanzik [31], and Thompson [32] independently proved that Tr e A+ ’ < 
Tr e *eB holds when A and B are Hermitian matrices (so both traces are 
positive). This so-called Golden-Thompson trace inequality has been general- 
ized in several ways (for instance [3, 8, 10, 16, 17, 20, 21, 28, 30, 331). 
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The present paper gives a lower bound on Tr eA+B in terms of the 
geometric mean of matrices, and it complements the Golden-Thompson 
upper bound. Let us recall that the geometric mean of positive definite 
matrices X and Y is defined as 
X # y = X1/2( XP1/1.yXPi/2)i’2X1/2, 
which is the positive solution 2 of the matrix equation 2X- ‘2 = Y. The 
notion of geometric mean was introduced in [26] (see also [I]). We prove that 
Tr (e’^ # epB)e’P < Tr eA+B 
holds for every p > 0 and Hermitian A and B. Actually a more general 
inequality is obtained. We also treat somewhat analogous trace inequalities 
involving the logarithmic function in place of the exponential one. 
A main technique in deriving our inequalities is to take the Legendre 
transforms of relevant functionals. This is based on the fact that the func- 
tional log Tr e A + B in Hermitian A and the relative entropy functional 
S(X,Y) = TrX(logX - logy) in p osi ive t X, Tr X = 1, are the Legendre 
transforms of each other under Y = eB. So a trace inequality involving the 
exponential function can be transformed into one involving the logarithmic 
function and vice versa. Another technique, adopted in [15] too, is to 
approximate some relative entropic functional in positive matrices X and Y 
by taking the asymptotic limit from the commuting case of X and Y under 
the infinite tensor product of matrix algebra. This is useful because the trace 
inequalities in question trivially hold with equality when the matrices are 
commuting. 
In Section I of the present paper we first state a stronger version of the 
Golden-Thompson inequality which is a consequence of Araki’s inequality [5] 
together with the Lie-Trotter formula. This implies the inequality 
Tr X(log X + log Y) > i Tr X log YP/2X”Y”/2 
for every p > 0 and nonnegative matrices X and Y. 
In Section 2 we develop a strategy to attack our trace-inequality problem. 
In fact, our problem can be reduced to a trace inequality which is much more 
tractable. In Section 3, proving this trace inequality, we obtain the inequali- 
ties 
Tr(e PA #, e@) l/P < Tr e(l-aM+aB 
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and 
1 Tr X log X 
P 
P/zYPXP/2 > Tr X(log X + log Y) 
for every p > 0 and 0 < (Y < 1 when A, B are Hermitian and X, Y are 
nonnegative. Here X#, Y denotes the a-power mean of X and Y (in 
particular X #1,2 Y is the geometric mean). 
The logarithmic trace inequalities obtained in Sections 1 and 3 supply 
lower and upper bounds for the relative entropy of states of a finite quantum 
system. 
Section 4 is devoted to a slight extension of the results obtained above to 
the case where positive e A and eB are replaced by general nonnegative 
matrices. Finally, in Section 5 we conjecture stronger versions of our results 
which seems very likely true. We also compare our trace inequalities with the 
Peierls-Bogoliubov one. 
1. A VARIANT OF THE GOLDEN-THOMPSON INEQUALITY 
Throughout this paper we deal with n X n complex matrices and denote 
by Tr the usual trace on the n X n matrices. Positive (nonnegative) matrices 
mean strictly positive definite or positive invertible (nonnegative definite) 
ones. Golden [13] and Thompson [32] independently proved that the so-called 
Golden-Thompson inequality Tr e At B < Tr e Ae B holds for Hermitian matri- 
ces A and B. Extending the inequality due to Lieb and Thirring [22], Araki 
[5] proved the inequality 
Tr(Y l/Zxyl/Z ‘P > < Tr(Y’~2X’Y’/2)p (1.1) 
for r > 1, p > 0, and for nonnegative operators X and Y. (Kosaki [18] 
showed that it remains valid for a general semifinite trace of a von Neumann 
algebra.) The inequality (1.1) together with the Lie-Trotter formula (see [27, 
p. 2951) yields the next theorem, which is a strengthened variant of the 
Golden-Thompson inequality. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let A and B be Hermitian matrices. Then 
Tr(e~B/2epAePB/2)‘/p decreases to Tr eA+B as p JO. In particular the 
inequality 
Tr eA+B < Tr ( ePB/zePAePB/2) l/P (1.2) 
holds for every p > 0. 
The inequality (1.2) is equivalently formulated as 11 e A+B ]I p Q 
lie B/2eAeB/2]1p for p > 0 and Hermitian A and B, where 1) * lip denotes the 
Schatten p-(quasi)norm. In fact, according to Fack [lo], Lenard [20], and 
Thompson [33] ( see also [30, $81) the inequalities 
Ill e A+B I(( G Ill eB/‘eAeBi2 Ill Q III eAeB III 
hold for any unitarily invariant norm 111 . (11 and Hermitian A and B. (See 
the proof of [lo, Theorem 5.21 for the second inequality above.) 
Umegaki’s relative entropy [35] f or nonnegative matrices X and Y is 
defined by 
S(X,Y) =TrX(logX-logy). 
The next lemma shows that the functional 1ogTr eA+B in Hermitian A is the 
Legendre transform (or the conjugate function) of S(X, Y) in positive X, 
Tr X = 1, under Y = eB and vice versa. Although this was proved in [25] in 
the general setup of von Neumann algebras, we give a very elementary proof 
in the case of matrices for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA 1.2. 
(1) Zf A is Hermitian and Y is positive, then 
log Tr e A+‘“gY = max{Tr XA - S( X, Y) : X is positive, Tr X = I}. 
(2) Zf X is positive with Tr X = 1 and B is Hermitian, then 
S( X, e”) = max{Tr XA - 1ogTr eA+B: A is Hermitian}. 
Proof. (1): Let us denote 
F(X) = TrXA - S(X,Y) 
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for nonnegative X, Tr X = 1. When P,, . . . , P,, are projections of rank one 
with Cy= r Pi = I, we write 
= ~(AiTrPiA+hiTrP,logY-Ailog&), 
i=l 
where A, > 0, Cy= r hi = 1. Since 
= +m, 
A,=0 
we see that F(X) attains its maximum at a positive matrix X0, Tr X0 = 1. 
Then S, S 0, we have 
0 =;F(X, +tS) = Tr S( A + log Y - log X0), 
t=o 
so that A + log Y - log X0 = cZ with c E R. Therefore X0 = eA+“sY/ 
Tr e A+ “s ’ and F( X0) = log Tr e A+ log ’ by simple computation. 
(2): It follows from (1) that the functional A ti 1ogTr e A+ B defined on 
the Hermitian matrices is convex. Now let A, = log X - B, and denote 
G(A) = Tr XA - 1ogTr eA+s, 
which is concave on the Hermitian matrices. Then for any Hermitian S we 
have 
-$G(~,,+ts) =o, 
t=o 
because Tr X = 1 and (d/&) Tr e”‘s ‘+ tS 1 t= 0 = Tr XS. Therefore G( A) at- 
tains the maximum G(A,) = Tr X(log X - B) = S(X, eB). n 
The following is a logarithmic version of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let X and Y be nonnegative matrices. Then the inequality 
Tr X(log X + log Y) > L Tr X log YP/zXPYP/2 
P 
(1.3) 
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holds for every p > 0. Moreover, if X and Y are positive, then the right-hand 
side of (1.3) converges to the lef-hand side as p J 0. 
Proof. Let P be the support projection of X, and Q that of YP/2PYP/2. 
Then Q coincides with the support of Y P/‘XPY PI’. Hence P < Q may be 
assumed in proving (1.3), because otherwise the right-hand side of (1.3) is 
- w. Since the rank of Q is not greater than that of P, this assumption means 
P = Q, so that the ranges of P and Y P/‘P coincide and hence Y P/‘P = 
PY P/‘P, implying YP = PY. Therefore, considering the restrictions of X and 
Y on the range of P, we can suppose that X and Y are positive. Further, it is 
enough to prove (1.3) when Tr X = 1. Now let A = p-’ log YP/‘XPY p/2 
and B = -log Y. Then we have by Lemma 1.2(2) and (1.2) 
> Tr XA - log Tr ( ePB~2ePAePB/2)1’p 
1 
= - Tr X log Y P/‘XPY Pi2 - log Tr X 
P 
1 
= - Tr X log YP/2XPYP/2. 
P 
For the second part, since log x > 1 - x - ’ (x > 01, we have 
Tr X log Y P/2XPY PI2 > Tr X( Z - Y-P/2XPPY-P/2), 
so that 
1 
lim inf - Tr X log Y 
PLO P 
p’2XPY Pi2 > Tr X(log X + log Y), 
because (d/dp)Y- P/2X-PY-P/21p_0 = -log X - log Y. Hence the result 
follows. n 
Note that without the positivity of X and Y the right-hand side of (1.3) 
can be --co for all p > 0 while the left-hand side is finite. 
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The inequality (1.3) means that 
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S( X, Y) > - Tr X log Y-P/2XPY-P/2, p > 0. (1.4) 
P 
[The right-hand d si e of (1.4) is defined as + m if the support of X is not 
dominated by that of Y.] Another equivalent form of (1.3) is the following: 
Tr XP(log X + log Y) > Tr XP log Y1/2XY1’2, p > 0. (1.5) 
Let us define 
S,(X,Y) = max 
i 
n Cxui, ui> 
C (xui~ui)log (yui,ui) ’ 
i=l 
(u,, . . . , u,,} is an orthonormal basis for C” 
I 
, 
which appeared in [9] and whose asymptotic property was established in [15]. 
The next proposition is an improvement of (1.4) when p = 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Zf X and Y are nonnegative, then 
S( X, Y) > S, (X, Y) > Tr X log Y-1/2XY’/2. (1.6) 
Proof. Let X be positive with Tr X = 1, and B be Hermitian. When 
Iu,,..., un} is an orthonormal basis, it is easy to show that 
Hence S,( X, e B> is the Legendre transform of A ++ log Tr e AeB, namely 
S,, (X, e”) = max{Tr XA - 1ogTr eAeB : A is Hermitian}. (1.7) 
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Now we can prove (1.6) for positive X and Y as in the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Also it is easy to check the validity of (1.6) for nonnegative X and Y. W 
The first inequality of (1.6) f or nonnegative X and Y is known by the 
monotonicity of relative entropy; more precisely, for any orthonormal basis 
(ur, ‘. , U”) 
= S(E(X),E(Y)) Q S(X,Y), 
i=l 
where E(X) = Cr= 1( Xu,, ui)u,uT is the conditional expectation from the 
n X n matrix algebra onto the commutative subalgebra generated by u,uT. 
The equality here is very restrictive. Indeed, for positive X and Y we know 
by [24] that S( X, Y > = S,,( X, Y > holds if and only if XY = YX. According to 
numerical examples (see also Example 5.5) the strict inequality generically 
appears in the second inequality of (1.6). 
Conversely, the Golden-Thompson inequality can be recovered from the 
monotonicity of relative entropy. In fact, putting X = eA+B/Tr e At B for 
Hermitian A and B, we have by (1.7) 
1ogTr eAeB > Tr XA - S,, (X, e”) 
>TrXA - S(X,eB) = logTreA’B, 
which further shows that Tr e *+ B = Tre *eB holds if and only if AB = BA. 
This derivation of the Golden-Thompson inequality as well as characteriza- 
tion for the equality was performed in [25, Corollary 51 in the general setup 
of von Neumann algebras. 
2. EQUIVALENT STATEMENTS OF TRACE INEQUALITIES 
From now on we will discuss a trace-inequality problem which may be 
regarded as complementary to the Golden-Thompson type inequalities such 
as (1.2) and (1.3). The aim of this section is to develop a powerful strategy to 
approach this problem. 
First let us fur definitions and notation. For 0 < (Y < 1 the a-power mean 
of positive matrices X and Y is defined by 
X#, y = X1/2( x-l/~yp/~)"xw, 
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which is the operator mean corresponding to an operator monotone function 
rL2, x > 0. Moreover X #, Y is extended to nonnegative X and Y as 
X#,Y = ligx+ &Z)#,(Y + &I). 
In particular, Y #a Y = X, X #i Y = Y, and X #1,2 Y = X # Y is the geo- 
metric mean of X and Y. (See [19] for the theory of operator means.) When 
p > 0 and 0 < p < 1 we define for positive X and Y 
1 
Q, s( X, Y) = - Tr X log XP/‘( XP/2Y-PXP/2)pXP/2 
P 
Let & denote the n X n matrix algebra M,(C). For a positive matrix Y we 
denote by E, the conditional expectation from & onto the subalgebra 
{Y )’ = (X E &: XY = YX} with respect to Tr. Indeed, E, is given by 
Ed = i E~XE~, XEA?, 
j=l 
where Y = C;= i pj Ej is the spectral decomposition of Y. 
Under the above notation our main strategy is stated in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. For each p > 0 the following statements (I)-(III) are 
equivalent: 
(I) Zf A and B are Herrnitian, then 
Tr(e PA #, eP”> l/P < Tr e(l-a)A+aB, O<a<l. (2.1) 
(II) If X and Y are positive, then 
L Tr X log X P/2YPXP/2 > Tr X(log X + log Y ). 
P 
(2.2) 
(III) If X and Y are positive, then 
Q,,p(XJ’) G= Q,,~(EY(X)J)~ o<p<1. (2.3) 
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Here it should be emphasized that the order n of the matrices is arbitrary 
in each of (I)-(III). 
Statement (I) is equivalently formulated as 
Jle(‘-a)A+aBlli,p for 0 
lIeA #, eBllI,r, < 
< (Y < 1 and Hermitian A and B. For positive X and 
Y, log XPY’ can be defined by analytic functional calculus or by power 
series, and Tr X log X P/‘Y PXP/’ = Tr X log X”Y P holds, because 
Tr X(XP/"yPXP/2)"' = Tr X(XT’Y 1’)“’ for all m E N. 
The inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) may b e regarded as the counterparts of 
(1.2) and (1.31, respectively. The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be given in the 
rest of this section. Furthermore the above statements will be proved for all 
p > 0 in the next section, and we conjecture stronger versions of (I) and (II) 
(see Section 5). 
Proof of (I) d (II). Let A and B be Hermitian. Since both sides of 
(2.1) are equal to Tr e A when cr = 0, (I) implies that 
erA #, e PB)“~ < ; T,. e(‘-a)A+aB . (2.4) 
oI=O a=0 
Since 
(e- PA/~~PB~-PA/P )a = exp( o! log ePpA’2epBePpA’2), 
we get 
Eva #i Ed*) = e~A/“(log ,-pA/2,rBe-rA/2),pA/2, 
a=0 
so that by Lemma 2.2 below, 
d 
da Tr( 
erA #, ebb ‘lp 
) I a=0 
= b ~~ ( e~A)1/rP’e~A/2(10g e-rA/2epBe~pA/2)erA/2 
1 
= _ ~~ eA log ,-pAPepBe-rAP. 
P 
(2.5) 
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On the other hand. 
d 
daTre 
(1-u)A+aB =Tre”(B -A). 
a=0 
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(2.6) 
The estimates (2.4)-(2.6) show that 
1 
- Tr eA log epA/‘e -pBepA/’ >, Tr e”( A - B). 
P 
This means (2.2) when we let eA = X and eeB = Y. n 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f(z) b e an analytic function in 1.z - A( < r where 
A E R, r > 0. Let F(a) be an Hermitian matrix-valued function in (Y E 
(-6,6), S > 0. ZfF( > (Y is diferentiable at (Y = 0 and the eigenvalues of 
F(0) are contained in (A - r, A + r>, then Tr f(F( cr >) is differentiable at 
CY = 0 and 
-& Trf(F(a))laEo = Trf’(F(O))F’(O). 
Proof. Put Q = F(O) - AZ, S(a) = [F(a) - F(O)I/a, and T = F’(O). 
Then /S(a) - T/I + 0 (cy + 0). Writing the power series of f(z) as 
f(z) = e c,(z - A)m> lz - Al < r, 
we have 
f(F(a)) = c c,[F(cx) - AZ]” = c c,[Q + cxS(cx)]“. 
m=O m=O 
By assumption there is an r. < r such that 
max{llQ + aS(ay)II, IIQ + aTIll =G TO 
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if loI is small enough. So we may consider G(cz) = C~=acm(Q + cyT>” 
instead of f( F( cr)), because [f(F( (Y)) - G( (Y)]/(Y * 0 as (Y + 0. Now let 
us write 
(Q + (YT)~’ = Q'" + a E Qk-lTQ"-k + R,n( a>. 
k=l 
Since 
it is easy to see that C”,,alc,l IIR,(a)/crII -+ 0 as (Y + 0. Therefore Tr G(cu> 
is differentiable at (Y = 0 and 
&TrC,(o) 
m 
= Tr c wzc,,Q”-i T = Trf’( F(O))F’(O), 
a=0 m=l 
implying the conclusion. W 
Here let us recall [7, Theorem 2.11 that if @ is a unital positive linear map 
from a C*-algebra ti into another C*-algebra and f is an operator convex 
function on (r, s), then @(f(A)) > f<@( A)) for any Hermitian A EM 
whose spectrum is in (T, s). 
Proof of (II) * (III). Let X and Y be positive and 0 < p < 1. Then 
(II) implies that 
Qp,P( X, Y) > Tr X(log X + log ( XP’2Y-PXp’2)p’p) 
aTrXlogX+PTrX(logX-logy) 
> (1 + P)TrE,(X)log Ey(X) - pTrE,(X)logY 
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by the above remark applied to the operator convex function x log x (x > 0). 
Moreover, since E,(X)Y = YE,(X), we get 
Qp,P(EY(X),Y) = TrE,(X){(l + P)logE,(X) - PlogY}. (2.7) 
Hence (2.3) holds. n 
We will divide the proof of (III) * (I) into several lemmas. Let us 
introduce, for 0 < /3 < 1 and positive X and Y, 
R,(X,Y) = TrX{(l + P)log x - P logy). 
For each m E N let .P& be the m-fold C*-tensor product @ ;“@, which is 
identified with the nm X nm matrix algebra Mnm(C). Then Tr, 7 @I” Tr is 
the usual trace on dm. For a positive matrix Y in S’ we denote Y, = 8 YY 
and define, as E,, the conditional expectation E,_ from J$ onto {Y,}’ with 
respect to Tr,,,. Then: 
LEMMA 2.3. For every positive X in R$, with Tr, X = 1, 
S(X,E,_(X)) <nlog(m + 1). 
Proof. Although this lemma was shown in [15, Lemma 3.21, we give a 
proof for the convenience of the reader. Due to the joint convexity of relative 
entropy [4,34] (or rather [21]), we may assume that X is a projection of rank 
one. In this case 
S(X,E,_(X)) = -Tr,Er,,,(X)logE~m(X)T (2.8) 
which is the entropy of E,I X). Let pi,. . . , ,..bU, be the eigenvalue list of Y. 
Then the set of eigenvalues of Y, is 
mk>O, 
Hence E,_(X) is written as 
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where %,,...,mL is the spectral projection of Y,,, corresponding to the 
eigenvalue “I”= 1 CLJmi. Since E,+, , ,kXE,,, , mu is of rank one or zero, we 
see that the rank of E,_(X) is at most 
# i (m, )...) ?rQ):m, ,..., rnk>O, ;m,=, 1 <(m + 1)” Q (m + 1)“. j=l 
Due to (2.8) and the well-known fact 
ma - 5 Aj log Ai : A,, . . . , A, 2 0, f Ai = 
i 
l 1 = log N, i=l i=l 
the above estimate shows the desired inequality. W 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X and Y be positive in .d with Tr X = 1. Then for every 
O<PGl 
lim LfiP(E,&X,),Y,) = R,(X>Y). 
m+~ m 
Proof. For every m, since 
RP( X,,Y,) = Tr, X,{[(l + p) log X - p logy] @ I@ *** 8 1 
+z Q [(l + p> log x - p log Y] 8 I @ ... @ I + . ..} 
= mR,(X,Y), 
we have 
= - Tr, X,[log X, 
m 
- log -%_( Xm)] 
= yS( X,, E&J). 
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Since by Lemma 2.3 
0 G ;“(Xm.“ym(X_)) G nlog(m + 1) m > 
we obtain the conclusion. 
For given p > 0 we now suppose (III) of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.5. For every positive X and Y with Tr X = 1, 
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Proof. Since Q,, p (E,,JX,,), YJ = RpWY,(Xml, YJ by (2.7), and 
Q,, ,(X,, Yv,) = “Q,, ,dX Y) as is easily checked, we have, applying (III) to 
X, and Y,, 
Hence Lemma 2.4 shows the desired inequality. n 
LEMMA 2.6. Zf A is Hermitian and Y is positive, then for every 0 < P < 1 
(1 + /!I) 1ogTrexp 
A + p log Y 
I+P ) 
=max{TrXA-Rp(X,Y):Xispositive,TrX=l} 
Proof. Since 
TrXA -R,(X,Y) = (1 + p) TrX ( (&) - S(x,Y~~~l+~))]) 
Lemma 1.2(l) immediately gives the result. 
The next lemma is found in [I2]. 
LEMMA 2.7. For every positive matrices X and Y 
n 
(XYX)P = xy1/2(yl/zX2y1/2)p~ly1/2X, p E R. (2.9) 
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X#,Y = Y#,_, x, O<a<l. (2.10) 
LEMMA~.~. Zf A is Hermitian and Y is positiue, then for eue y 0 < P < 1 
(1 + /?)logTr(epA#p,c,+P,Yp)l’P = TrXA - p,,s(X,Y) 
when X = (erA #P,(l+P)Yp)l’p/Tr(epA#P,(l+P)Yp)l’p. 
Proof. Let 2 = (epA #P,cl+pj YP)“P. Then X = Z/Tr 2, and by (2.10) 
Zp = Yp #1l(1 +p) e PA = ~~12 y-p/2e~Ay-~/2)"('+B)y~/2~ ( 
We get by (2.9) 
=e PA 
so that X~~2(X~~zY~PXP~z)~Xr~2 = e~A/(~r~)~(l+P), Therefore 
Tr ZA 
TrXA - Q,,B(X,Y) = Tr - 
TrZ{pA -p(l + p)logTrZ} 
p Tr Z 
= (1 + P) 1ogTr Z, 
as desired. w 
Completion of proof of (III) =B (I). Suppose (III). If A is Hermitian 
and Y is positive, then Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, and 2.8 imply that for every 
o<p<1 
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Tr (e”” #P,(i+B)Yp)i’p <Trexp(“:“+‘;r”‘). 
Hence, letting Y = ea and a = P/(1 + P>, we see that (2.1) holds for 
0 G (Y G i. But thanks to (2.101, this implies (2.1) for i < (Y < 1 as well. n 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Theorem 2.1 says that when we want to show statements (I) and (II) of 
the theorem it suffices to prove statement (III). So the inequality (2.3) is our 
target. 
When X and Y are positive invertible operators, Fujii and Kamei [ll] 
introduced the relative operator entropy by 
S( X,Y) = x”2(log x-“2Yx-“2)x1’2. 
In our setting, note [ll, Theorem 71 that if @ is a unital positive linear map 
from & = M,(C) into itself, then 
@(sI(X,Y)) < s”(@(x),qY)). (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.1. Statement (III) of Theorem 2.1 holds when 0 < p < f . 
Proof. Let X and Y be positive, and E be the conditional expectation 
from & onto the commutative subalgebra generated by Y and E,(X) with 
respect to Tr. Let 0 < p < k and 0 < p < 1. Noting that 
~,,~(ex,Y) = (1 + P)(Elog E)TrX+ &Qp,p(X,Y), E > 0, 
we may assume that 
IlXll < 
pup/(l+D) 
eP('+P) ’ (3.2) 
where p is the smallest eigenvalue of Y. Since by (2.9) 
pQ,, p( X, Y) = Tr X log XPY-P/‘( Y-P/zXPY-P/2)8-1Y~P/2XP 
= -Tr X1-2P~(X2P,yP/~(y~P/3XPy-P/2)1-~yP/2), 
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> -Tr X1-%+( X2P), YP/2E((y-P/2X”y~“/2)1~P jyP/2) 
= -Tr E( X1-2P) 
Furthermore 
E(W p/2xPy-P/z)1-p j < [ y-d2E( X”)y-‘:2]1-p 
=G [Y-"/2E(X)Py-p,2]1-P (3.4) 
due to the operator concavity of xr (x 2 0) for 0 Q r < 1 (see the remark 
tfter Lemma 2.2). Since the operator monotonity of log x implies that 
S(X, Y) is increasing in Y, the estimates (3.3) and (3.4) show that 
= Tr E( X1p2p)E( X2P){log E( X2P) - p(1 - p) log E(X) - pP log Y} 
thanks to the commutativity of the range of E. Now we can write Y = 
C~==,/QZ’~, E(X) = cfzlAiPj, E(X2P) = C:=,sjPi, and E(X’-“) = 
Cy= ,tiPi, where P,, . . . , I’, are projections of rank one with Cr= 1Pj = 1. 
Then since E(X2P> < E(Xj2P and E(Xlp2p) < E(X)‘-“P, we have 
si < h2P t, < h?V”P 2’1’1 ’ l,<i<n. (3.5) 
Also 
(3f9 
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where 
J;( x, = x{log x - p( IL - P) log Ai - PP log Pi}> x > 0. 
By the assumption (3.2) together with Ai < llXl\ and /_L Q pi, we get for 
0 <x < h?P 
j-i’(x) = log x - p( 1 - p> log A, - pp log & + 1 
6 p(l + P) log Ai - PP log Fi + l 
pw(l+P) 
d p(1 + P) log ;p(I+B) - PP log Pi + 1 = 0, 
and also (1 + PIlog Ai - p log pj < 0, because Ai < /..Q~‘(~~~). Therefore 
by (3.5) and (3.6) 
PQ,J?(X’Y) z= E 4fi(GP) 
i=l 
= p 5 t<A;‘{(I + fl) log Ai - fl log pi) 
i=l 
3 p 5 ‘i((l + P) log 4 - P log Pi} 
i=l 
= P%3(E(X)J) = PQ,,dE(X)Jl 
completing the proof because E(X) = E,(X). n 
LEMMA 3.2. If statement (II) of Theorem 2.1 holds when p = p,, p,, 
then it does when p = p, + p,. 
Proof. We get for positive X and Y 
Tr X log X (Pl+P,)/2yP1+P*x(PI+P2)/2 
z p, Tr X{log X + log ( XP2/2YPl’PzXP?/2)1’p1) 
> p, Tr X log X + p, Tr X{log X + log Y(P~+P~)/Pz} 
=(p,+p,)TrX(logX+logY), 
implying the conclusion. n 
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LEMMA 3.3. If A and B are Hermitian and 0 < CY < 1, then 
Proof. We may consider the case y J, 0. For 0 < p < 1 let X(p) = 
ePA#, eP*, Y(p) = ep[(‘-“)A+uB], and p-’ = m + s, where m = m(p) E 
N and s = s(p) E [0, 1). It is easily checked by properties of operator means 
[ICI] that 
as well as the same inequality for llY(p)ll. Since as p JO 
llX(P)‘/’ -X(P)“‘ll 41X(P)llmllm>” - ZII 
< e(~-W+WII~( x( p)s _ 1)) + 0 
and Il&a)A+aB - Y(p)mll -+ 0, it is enough to prove that IlX(p)” - 
Y( p)“ll + 0. Since, with the convention o(p)/p + 0 (p LO), 
=c?~~'~{Z +p(B -A) +~(p)}~e'~/~ 
= (I+ G +o(p)){l+pcr(B-A) +o(p)}(l+ $+0(p)) 
=Z+y[(l-cr)A+aB] +0(p), 
we get X( p> - Y( p> = o( p> and hence 
IIX(p)m - Y(p)mll G 4lX(p) - Y(p)Il(m~~ll~(~)ll~ llY(~)llI)“~’ 
< bl/ X( p) - y( p) lle(l-a)ilAl~+alJB~J -3 0, 
as desired. n 
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It is worth noting that one can obtain e *+’ = limp ~ ,(ePB’2 
ePAePB/2)1/p, a slightly stronger version of the Lie-Trotter formula, by the 
same method as above. 
By Theorem 2.1 combined with Lemmas 3.1-3.3 we thus obtain our main 
results as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A and B be Hermitian and 0 < (Y < 1. Then the 
inequality 
Tr (Ed* #, e~B)l’p < Tr ,(l-n)*+aB 
(3.7) 
holds for every p > 0. Moreover, the left-hand side of (3.7) converges to the 
right-hand side as p JO. 
A special case of (3.7) is the following: 
Tr(ePA#epB)2’P < TreA+B, p > 0. (3.8) 
THEOREM 3.5. Let X and Y be nonnegative. Then the inequality 
‘1 Tr X log X 
P 
P’2YrXP/2 > Tr X(log X + log Y) (3.9) 
holds for every p > 0. Moreover, the left-hand side of (3.9) converges to the 
n’ght-hand side as p J, 0. 
Proof. It is enough to prove (3.9) for the case 0 < p Q 1, because (3.9) 
for any p > 0 follows as Lemma 3.2 from the repeated use of this case. 
Further, we can suppose Y is positive, because the right-hand side of (3.9) is 
- ~0 if the support of X is not dominated by that of Y. So let 0 < p < 1, and 
Y be positive. We have obtained (3.9) when X is positive too. Since 
A(log A*A) = (log AA*)A holds for any matrix A, we get 
Tr X log XP/2Y PXP12 
= Tr Y-P/2X1-p/2(log XP/~YPXP/~)XP/~Y~/~ 
= Tr y-P/2XyP/2 log YP/~XPYP/~ 
= Tr y-p/2X’-Py-p/2(yP/2~Py~/2 log YP/~XPYP/~), 
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This shows that X r-) Tr X log X P/zYPXP/2 is continuous on the nonnega- 
tive matrices. Hence (3.9) holds for all nonnegative X. For the second part, 
sincelogxfx-l,wehavefors>O 
Tr X log XPi2Y PXP/’ < Tr X log X P’2(Y + EI)pxp’a 
< Tr(X l+p(Y + EI)P - x}, 
so that 
1 
lim sup - Tr X log X p/2YPXP/2 < Tr X{log X + log( Y + ~1)). 
PLO P 
This implies the result by letting E J 0. n 
Corresponding to (1.4) and (1.5), th e inequality (3.9) may be written in 
the equivalent forms 
1 Tr X log X p’2Y-pxp/2 > S( x, y> (3.10) 
P 
and 
Tr XP log X1/‘YX1” > Tr XP(log X + log Y) (3.11) 
for every p > 0 and nonnegative X and Y. [If the support of X is not 
dominated by that of Y, then the left-hand side of (3.10) is + m.1 The 
left-hand side of (3.10) when p = 1 is the variant of relative entropy 
introduced in [6] in a more general setting. In [15] we proved (3.10) and 
(3.11) for p = 1. 
The inequality (3.10) yields another upper bound for the relative entropy, 
namely 
lTr(X l+pY-p - X) > S( X,Y), p > 0, 
P 
which was given in [29]. 
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COROLLARY 3.6. Zf A and B are Hermitian and 0 < a < 1, then 
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Tr(e PA #, ePB)l” log(ePA #, ep’)“’ 
< Tr(e PA #, eP’)“‘{ (1 - a) A + CYB) 
for p > 0. 
Proof. Let A be Hermitian and Y positive. For 0 < p ,< 1 and p > 0 
let X and 2 be as in the proof of Lemma 2.8. Since Lemma 2.5 holds for any 
p > 0, we have by Lemma 2.8 
(1 + /?)logTrZ < TrXA - R,(X,Y) 
TrZA TrZ((1 + p)(logZ - 1ogTrZ) - p logy} 
=-- 
TrZ Tr Z 
= (1 + p)logTrZ 
+ 
TrZ(A + PlogY) - (1 + p)TrZlogZ 
TrZ 
so that 
1 
TrZlogZ<TrZ -A+ 
l+P 
This shows the desired inequality when 0 < CY < i, and also when i < (Y < 1 
thanks to (2.10). n 
4. EXTENSIONS 
The inequalities (1.2) and (3.7) are reformulated as follows: when X and 
Y are positive, 
Trexp(log X + logy) < Tr(Yp/2XpYp/2)1’p (4.1) 
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and 
Tr( XP#,YP)i” <Trexp{(l--cr)logX+alogY} (4.2) 
for p > 0 and 0 < (Y < 1. In this section we will extend (4.1) and (4.2) to the 
case for nonnegative X and Y. For this purpose we first have to make clear 
the meaning of exp(log X + log Y) for nonnegative X and Y. Let P and Q 
be the support projections of nonnegative matrices X and Y, respectively, 
and define log X i log Y by 
which is a linear operator on the range ran P A Q of P A Q. Hence 
exp(log X 4 log Y > can be defined on ran P A Q. Extending it as 0 on 
ran(P A Q)’ , we define a nonnegative matrix exp(log X 4 log Y) of the 
same order as X and Y. Moreover we define for (Y, /3 > 0 
with the usual convention X0 = I. 
LEMMA 4.1. Under the above notation, 
exp(alogXi/3logY)= iJ0 im exp{a log( X + &I”) + P log(Y + EQ’)} 
Proof. We may suppose (Y = /3 = 1. For E > 0 let 
Then 
C(E) = log(X + EP) + log(Y + .sQ’). 
C(E) = (log X)P + (1ogY)Q + (log c)(P’ +Q’), 
so that C(E) is represented as 
C(&) = 
[ 
Cl, Cl2 
CL I CD. + Q!?A &> ’ 
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where 
c,, = log x i log Y, 
Cl2 = (P A Q>W% x>p + o%y)Q1(P A Q)’ 7 
c,, = (P - P A Q)(log X)(P - P A Q) 
+(Q - P A QNog WQ - P A 017 
D22(~) = (log E)(P’ +Q’)(P A Q)' 
Since P L + Q ’ is positive on ran (P A Q)’ , there exists S > 0 such that 
(p” +Q')(P A Q)l> S(P A Q)' . 
Now let k be the rank of P A Q, and suppose 0 < k < n (the cases k = n 
and k = 0 are immediate). We list the eigenvalues (with multiplicities 
counted) of C(E) in decreasing order as 
and the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors as 
Then 
eC(E) = 2 eA~(‘)ui( e)ui( c)*. (4.3) 
i=l 
Furthermore let /_~r 2 .a* > pk be the eigenvalues of C,,. By the majoriza- 
tion result for eigenvalues (see [2, Corollary 7.21) we have 
l<l<k. (4.4) 
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Since 
1 0 0 
lim - 
&JO log E C(E) = i 
0 (P’ +Q’)(PA Q)’ ’ 
I 
it follows that A$&)/1 g o E converges to a positive number as E 5 0 when 
k < i < n. Hence lim, 1 0 hi(&) = --oo for k < i < n. Thus, in view of (4.3), 
it suffices to prove that for any sequence (1 >) E, JO there exists a subse- 
quence {EJ such that for 1 < i < k 
'i(&A) + Pi, (4.5) 
ui( &I) -+ ui E ran P A Q, (4.6) 
CllUi = /-Li”,, (4.7) 
Choosing a subsequence, we may assume that ui(.s,) + ui for 1 < i < k and 
so {u,, . . , uk} is a set of orthonormal vectors. Putting u$k) = (P A Q)u&E~> 
and u!“,’ = (P A Q)’ Us, we have 
‘i( ‘n> = ( c( En)Ui(En)) Ui(En)) 
because D22(~,) < (log &,)%I A Q>’ . Since pr < A,(&,,) by (4.4), we see, 
thanks to (4.8), that ut: + 0 and hence uy,’ + ur E ran P A Q. We get by 
(4.8) 
lim sup A,( cn) < (C,,u,, uJ G P1, 
n+m 
so that A,(&,) --) (C,rur,u,) = ur and hence C,,u, = plul, because ~~ is 
the largest eigenvalue of C,,. When k > 2, since {A2(&,,)} is bounded below 
by (4.4), it follows as above that uri + 0 and hence uti + u2 E ran P A Q. 
Therefore, by (4.4) and (4.8) we get Ae(~,) + (C,,U,, u2> = /+ and crru2 
= l-%?~Z~ because p2 is the largest eigenvalue of C,, restricted on 
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(u,) i nran P A Q. Repeating this argument, we can show (4.5)-(4.7) for 
l,<i<k. n 
Modifying the above proof slightly, one can also show 
exp( a log X i /3 log Y) = Jib0 exp{ o log( X + EZ) + P log( Y + EZ)] . 
Now we can extend Theorems 1.1 and 3.4 as follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf X and Y are nonnegative, then Tr (Y P/‘XPY P/‘)i/P 
decreases to Tr exp(log X i log Y > as p J 0. 
Proof. Let P and Q be the support projections of X and Y, respec- 
tively. When p > 0 and 0 < pi < Ed we have 
I’r ((Y + E~Q’)“~(X + E,P~)‘(Y + E~Q')"T VP 
< Tr ((Y + E~Q’)~‘~(X + E,P’)‘(Y + EIQ')"Y"~ 
= Tr ((X + E,P’)“~(Y + E~Q’)~(X + .c~P’)“~~‘~ 
< Tr ((X + E,P’)“~(Y + E~Q’)~(X + E9p’)“q’/’ 
= Tr ((Y + E~Q’)~‘~(X + c2PL)‘(Y + E~Q’)“~) I”. 
In the above we have used the fact that Trf( A) < Trf( B) holds for 
Hermitian A Q B and an increasing function f defined on an interval 
containing the eigenvalues of A and B. Therefore Tr {(Y + EQ ‘)P/‘( X + 
EP ‘)P(Y + EQ L)P/2}1/P decreases to Tr (Y P/2XPY P/2)1/P as E .J 0, so that 
inf Tr(Y P/2xPyP/2)l’P 
P’O 
= mfo k$ Tr ((Y + EQ’)~“( X + EP’)~(Y + EQ’)~‘T l” 
= _$I$ Tr exp{log( X + EP ‘) + log(Y + EQ ‘)} 
= Tr exp (log X -k log Y ) 
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by Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 4.1. Hence the result follows, because the 
decreasingness of Tr(Y P”XPY P/‘)i/P as p J,O is nothing but Araki’s in- 
equality (1.1). n 
THEOREM 4.3. Zf X and Y are nonnegative and 0 < (Y < 1, then 
Tr(XP#,YP)i” < Trexp((1 - (Y) log X -k (Y log Y} < Tr X1-“Y” 
(4.9) 
for p > 0. Hence 
(((x”#,Yp)1’p(12 ~IIx’-aYal12, p > 0. (4.10) 
Proof. Let P and Q be as above. We have for p > 0 and 6 > 0 
Tr(XP#,YP)l’P <Tr {(X+ EP’)~#~(Y + EQ’)P)“~ 
<Trexp{(l-a)log(X+EP’) +crlog(Y+ ~0’)) 
by Theorem 3.4. Hence Lemma 4.1 implies the first inequality of (4.9). Also 
the second inequality of (4.9) follows from the Golden-Thompson inequality 
and Lemma 4.1. The inequality (4.10) is immediate from (4.9). n 
A special inequality Tr (X # Y I” < Tr XY of the above theorem follows 
from the known inequality Tr XYXY < Tr X’Y 2 (see [23, 321). 
5. CONJECTURES 
Theorem 3.4 is not so complete as Theorem 1.1. Indeed, our final goal 
would be the following stronger version: 
CONJECTURE 5.1. Let A and B be Hermitian and 0 < (Y < I. Then 
Tr(ePA #, epa)r/p increases to Tr e(i-“)AtaB as p JO. 
The definition of X #, Y for positive X and Y is available for all (Y E R. 
Then we may consider the behavior of Tr(epA #, ePB)‘/P even when (Y < 0 
or LY > 1. In fact, Theorem 1.1 means that Tr(epA #, ePB)‘/p decreases to 
Tr e(‘- a)A+ O1 B if (Y = - 1 or cy = 2. So the conjecture complementary to the 
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above is the following: when (Y < 0 or LY > 1, Tr(ePA #, era)‘/?’ decreases 
to Tr e(l-a)A+aB as p J 0. 
The above conjecture may be extended to nonnegative X and Y as 
Theorem 1.1 is extended to Theorem 4.2. We here raise two particular cases 
where this is true. The first case is when both X and Y are projections. If P 
and Q are projections and 0 < cr < 1, then we have P #, Q = P A Q by [19, 
Theorem 3.71 and exp{(l - a> log P & (Y log Q} = P A Q by definition, so 
that 
Tr (PP #, QP)l’P = Tr exp{( 1 - cy) log P 4 (Y log Q}, p > 0. 
The second case is the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X and Y be nonnegative and 0 < CY < 1. Zf either 
X or Y is of rank one, then Tr (XP #, Y P)‘/P increases to Tr exp{(l - 
a)logXiologY}Q.sp~0. 
Proof. We may suppose 0 < cr < 1 and Y is a projection of rank one. So 
let X = Cy=L=lhi~i~T and Y = vu*, where hi > 0, {u,, . . , un) is an orthonor- 
mal basis for C”, and u is a unit vector. When X is positive, we get 
XP #, YP = XP/2{( x-P&)( X-P/2v)*}aXp/2 
= 11 X-P/2v((2aXP/2 
(,,:Z:,,)( ,,I_::::,,i;,, 
so that 
I 
(a- 1)/p 
. 
(5.1) 
Therefore, for general nonnegative X, 
Tr ( XP #, YP)“’ = lim Tr {( X + &I)‘#, Yp}“’ 
&JO 
(a- o/p 
= 2 (hi + .F-~I(U~,V)J~ 
i=l 
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which is equal to the last expression of (5.1) if u E ran X and to 0 if 
u E ran X. Now suppose v E ran X and 0 < p < q. Then by the HGlder 
inequality, 
i=l 
i (((ui,v)(2-2~/9 
i=l 
(VP)/4 
= i A;q1(ui,u>12 p’q, ( i=l i 
implying Tr ( X P #, Y P > l/P > Tr (X4 #, Yq)‘/q by (5.1). Moreover we have 
(see [14, p. 151) 
lim Tr( XP #, YP)“’ = 
PLO 
(5.2) 
This holds when v E ran X too. On the other hand, it is easily checked by 
definition that Tr exp{(l - (Y) log X i CY log Y} is equal to the right-hand 
side of (5.2). Hence the result follows. n 
When Conjecture 5.1 is true, one knows by the proof of (I) =j (II) of 
Theorem 2.1 that the next conjecture is true too. 
CONJECTURE 5.3. If X and Y are positive, then p-r Tr X logXP/2 
Y PXP/’ decreases to Tr X(log X + log Y > as p JO. 
We also conjecture a stronger version of Theorem 1.3 as follows. 
CONJECTURE 5.4. If X and Y are positive, then p-l Tr X logYP’2XP 
Y P/’ increases to Tr X(log X + log Y > as p J. 0. 
According to numerical examples calculated by computer it seems very 
likely that Conjectures 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4 are all valid. 
We close the paper with remarks in connection with the Peierls-Bogoliu- 
bov inequality. This inequality says that for Hermitian A and B 
TreA+B > TreAexp (5.3) 
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or equivalently, for positive X and Y; 
S( X,Y) 2 Tr X(logTrX - 1ogTr Y). (5.4) 
[One can see the equivalence of (5.3) and (5.4) by putting X = e A and 
y = eA+B .] When we compare (5.3) and (5.4) with (3.8) and (1.4), respec- 
tively, it would be natural to consider the inequalities 
Tr(e PA#ol ePB)“’ 2 TreAexp (5.5) 
and 
1 Tr X log Y- p’BXPYi-P’2 > Tr X(logTr X - 1ogTr Y). (5.6) 
P 
Note that if we put X = eA and Y = (epA # epB)2/p, then B = 
_p-’ log y-p/2 XPY-P/2, so that (5.5) and (5.6) are equivalent. But the next 
example shows that (5.6) fails to hold for any p > 0. 
EXAMPLE 5.5. Let 
p= l O I I x = :, “, (O<&< l), 00’ & [ 1 
and Y be a positive 2 X 2 matrix which is not diagonal. Then 
lim Tr X, log Y-r/zX~Y-P/2 = --CO, 
&IO 
p > 0, 
but 
lim Tr X,(logTr X, - 1ogTr Y) = -1ogTr Y. 
EL0 
Indeed, for p > 0 we write Y -p’2X!Y-p’2 = h,Q, + pLGQEL , where 0 < A, 
< p, and QE is a projection of rank one. Then 
Tr X, log Y-P/2YEPY-r/e = (log A,) Tr PQE + (E log A,) Tr P’ QE 
+(log p,)TrPQb + (&log p6)TrPLQk. 
(5.7) 
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Since lim E 1 0 Y-P/2X~Y-P/2 = Y-P/2PYP/2 is of rank one and is not diago- 
nal,wehave h,-+O, ~,+~>O,andQ,-+Qas EJOwith PQ+O.So 
the first term in the right hand side of (5.7) tends to - 00 and the other three 
terms are bounded above. Hence the conclusion follows. 
Let g(t) = log Tr(ePA # eptB)‘/p and C = (d/dt)(e-pA’2ep*B 
e -pA/2)1/2jt_o. Then CepAj2 + epAi2C = pB and hence by Lemma 2.2 
Tr eAB 
g’@) = 
2Tr( ,P&'~)~'~-'(,PA/~~,PA/~) 
=--- 
pTreA TreA ’ 
so that the inequality (5.5) is written as g(l) > g(O) + g’(O). Thus the failure 
of (5.5) implies that g(t) is not convex. 
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